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This annotated bibliography follows the same lines as the first three-year Neurohistory bibliography. It covers the periodical literature from January 1 2007 until 1 January 2010. Interest in the history of the neurosciences shows no sign of slackening: indeed quite the reverse. Whereas the first annotated bibliography covering the years 2004-2007 listed some 350 publications the present bibliography, covering the next three years, lists some 570 articles. These articles have appeared in a wide spectrum of journals and it is hoped that bringing them together in one searchable list will alert students of neurohistory to the widespread interest in the subject and assist in further research.
Key:  # Of particular interest  * Of outstanding interest

Antiquity (-500CE)

Andrushko VA, Verano JW (2008): Prehistoric trepanation in the Cuzco region of Peru: a view into an ancient Andean practice. *Am J Phys Anthropol.* 137: 4-13. Trepanations were found in 66 individuals and in many cases seems to have been performed as a medical treatment for cranial trauma


Evans KM (2007): “Interrupted by fits of weeping”: Cicero’s Major Depressive Disorder and the death of Tullia. *History of Psychiatry* 18: 81-102. A detailed examination of the letters of Cicero (106-43 BCE) show him to have been subject to severe bouts of suicidal depression

Dimopoulos VG, Kapsalakis IZ, Fountas KN (2007): Skull morphology and its neurosurgical implications in the Hippocratic era. *Neurosurgical Focus* 23: E1. Differences in skull morphological characteristics among various human populations were first described by Herodotus of Halicarnassus. The Hippocratic treatise *On Head Wounds* provided the first detailed description of human skull anatomy. The authors discuss the influence of this treatise on the later development of descriptive skull anatomy and on the development of modern neurosurgery


Garcia-Albea Ristol E (2009): Areteaus of Cappadocia (2nd century AD) and the earliest neurological descriptions. *Rev Neurol.* 48: 322-7. Nothing is known of this contemporary of Galen but some of his writings have come down to us and this paper discusses his medical books, especially book 3 which includes such matters as headaches, scotoma, epilepsy, melancholy, madness and paralysis.


A valuable and well-illustrated account of this seminal papyrus focusing on its sections describing head and brain injuries and their treatment, with figures showing the relevant hieroglyphs.

Retief FP, Cilliers L (2008): The nervous system in antiquity. *S Afr Med J.* 98: 768-70, 772. Whereas neuroanatomy was developed in Alexandria (4th and 3rd centuries BCE) and consolidated by Galen (2nd century CE) neurophysiology remained mired in error; descriptions of neurological disease were often quite accurate but poor understanding of neurophysiology led to ineffective therapies; a continuing problem was where the ‘control centre’ or hegemonikon was located.


Kladno, showed two children's craniums (identification numbers Ao 8218 and Ao 4184) with pathological conditions and these are discussed


A discussion of Hippocratic medicine (Hippocrates c.460-377 BCE) and that of the somewhat later Asclepiades of Bithynia (c.124-40 BCE) who, it is argued, treated the human body from the perspective of the Epicurean atomic theory and was hence the father of ‘molecular medicine’.

**Medieval (500 – 1450 CE)**

Aciduman A, Belen D (2007): Hydrocephalus and its management in Avicenna’s *Canon of Medicine*. *J Neurosurg (6 Suppl. Pediatrics)* 106: 513-16. Avicenna (980-1037) devoted a large section of the *Canon* to hydrocephaly and this paper translates some passages and discusses his understanding and practice


possessed a very systematic knowledge on head traumas and this along with his observations and experiences made him a real successor of Galen and Paul of Aegina.

Serefeddin Sabuncuoglu was an early 15th century surgeon in Anatolia. His masterpiece entitled Cerrahiyetül Hanıye (Imperial Surgery) is the first illustrated surgical textbook in the Turkish Islamic literature of Ottoman-era Anatolia and covers the treatment of more than 40 illnesses ranging from hydrocephalus to sciatica.

Baxendale S (2008): The intriguing case of Christina the Astonishing. Neurology 70: 2004-7. An account of the probable temporal lobe epilepsy of Christina the Astonishing (1150-1224) whose seizures were, at the time, attributed to demonic forces and welcomed by Christina on the understanding that enduring the torments paid for respite for souls in purgatory

de Frutos-González V, Guerrero-Peral AL (2009): neurology in medieval medical poetry in Latin. Rev Neurol 48:540-4. Mediaeval medical works in Latin offer an interesting insight into the way neurological diseases were viewed by western physicians in the Middle Ages, as well as describing the remedies that were employed at that time to treat them. Most of these involved the use of plants that were considered to have medicinal properties. (In Spanish)

# Di Ieva, Tschabitscher M, Prada F, et al. (2007): The neuroanatomical plates of Guido da Vigevano. Neurosurgical Focus 23: E15. da Vigevano was an Italian physician and engineer in the 13th and 14th centuries. He was the first scientist who used pictures to illustrate his anatomical descriptions, developing for the first time a close relationship between anatomical studies and artistic drawings.

Elliot, P (2008): ‘More Subtle than the Electric Aura’: Georgian Medical electricity, the spirit of animation and the Development of Erasmus Darwin’s Psychophysiology. Medical History 52: 195-220. By using a case study of Darwinian medical practice Elliot shows that the use of medical electricity was strongly influenced by natural philosophy and, in turn, medical applications played an important role in the development of psychophysiology


Kheirandish E (2009): Footprints of ‘Experiment’ in Early Arabic Optics. Early Science and Medicine 14: 79-104. Starting with an examination of the Book on Optics and Burning Mirrors by Ahmad ibn ‘Isa (c.864 CE) the paper argues that close analysis of the texts suggests that Islamic scholarship was not confined to book-learning but that ‘footprints’ of experiment can be discerned.

Pearce JM (2008): Leopold Auenbrugger: camphor-induced epilepsy - remedy for manic psychosis. Eur. Neurol.59: 105-7. Auenbrugger (1722-1807) invented the art of diagnostic percussion (including the skull) and this paper provides a brief biographical sketch and recalls his use of camphor to induce epileptic fits, which were considered a remedy for psychosis.


# Sabra AI (2007): The ‘Commentary’ That Saved the Text. The Hazardous Journey of Ibn al-Haytham’s Arabic Optics. Early Science and Medicine 12: 117-33. al-Haytham’s Optics was written in the first half of the 11th century and Kamal al-Din al-Farisi’s Commentary was composed in the second half of the 13th century and this paper discusses their transmission within the Islamic Arabic and Persian worlds.

Safavi-Abbasi S, Brasiliense LBC, Workman RK, Talley MC, Feiz-Erfan I, Theodore N, Spetzler RF, Mark C. Preul MC (2007): The fate of medical knowledge and the neurosciences during the time of Genghis Khan and the Mongolian Empire. Neurosurgical Focus 23: E13. After the initial shock of destruction by an unknown barbaric tribe, almost every country conquered by the Mongols was transformed by a rise in cultural communication, expanded trade, and advances in civilization. Medicine, including techniques related to surgery and neurological surgery, became one of the many areas of life and culture that the Mongolian Empire influenced.


Tubbs RS, Shoja MM, Loukas M, Oakes WJ (2007): Abubakr Muhammaed Ibn Zakaria Razi, Rhazes (865-925) Childs Nerv.Syst. 23: 1225-6. Rhazes (865-925) was born in Ray, a city just south of modern Tehran wrote more than 200 books including the Kitab al-Mansouri and the encclopaedic Kitab al-Hawi but died a blind pauper and this short paper reviews his contributions to neuroanatomy and neurology.

# Turgut M (2007): Illustrations of neurosurgical techniques in early period of Ottoman Empire by Serefeddin Sabuncuoğlu. *Acta Neurochir (Wien)*. 149:1063-9; discussion 1069. Serefeddin Sabuncuoğlu (1385-1468) was the author of the first illustrated surgical atlas, the *Cerrahiyyetü'l Haniyye* (Imperial Surgery), written (in Turkish) in 1465. It consists of 412 pages detailing many surgical techniques, including many in neurosurgery, and this well-illustrated article reviews his seminal contribution.


Turgut M (2009): Surgical scalpel used in the treatment of "infantile hydrocephalus" by Al Zahrawi (936-1013 A.D.) *Child's Nerv Syst.* 25:1043-4. [DOI: 10.1007/s00381-008-0773-7]. A short account of the surgeon known to the West as Abulcasis or Abukasis who first used surgical evacuation of superficial intracranial fluid to treat hydrocephalic children and was the first medical author to provide illustrations of his surgical instruments (reproduced in this article).

Wujastyk D (2007): A Persian Anatomical Image in a non-Muslim Manuscript from Gujarat. *Med.Hist.* 51: 237-42. A Persian manuscript entitled *Tasrih-i Mansuri* from 1396 provides six or seven anatomical drawings which influenced Indian anatomical illustrations in the eighteenth century; cerebral anatomy is missing and medieval 'cell' psychophysiology is not shown.

## Renaissance (1450-1700 CE)


Choudhari KA, Sharma D, Leyon JJ (2008): Thomas Willis of the "circle of Willis". Neurosurgery 63: 1185-90; discussion 1190-1. A biography of the ‘medical genius’ emphasising his academic achievements, with an attempt to gain insight into his visionary thought


Di Ieva A, Tschabitscher M, Rodriguez y Baena R (2007): Lancisi’s nerves and the seat of the soul. Neurosurgery 60: 563-8. The medial longitudinal striae of the corpus callosum were first described by Giovanni Maria Lancisi (1654-1720), personal physician to three Popes, and this essay describes his era, his philosophical background, and a description of the anatomical structures that bear his name.

*Fontoura P. (2009): Neurological practice in the Centuria of Amatus Lusitanus. Brain 132: 296-308. Amatus Lusitanus, a Portuguese Jew living in XVI century Europe, was among the first to recognize the importance of the brain parenchyma in cognition. The number of neurological and neurosurgical observations is amazing.


Grzbowski A, Aydin P (2007): Edme Mariotte (1620-1684): Pioneer of Neurophysiology. Surv.Ophthalmol. 52: 443-451. Mariotte made many significant discoveries in a spectrum of sciences and corresponded with many of the great scientists of his time. Although he falsely concluded that the blind spot (Mariotte’s spot) was in the choroid rather than the retina he may nevertheless be considered a forerunner in experimental neuro-ophthalmology.


MacDonald PS (2007): Francis Bacon’s Behavioural Psychology. *J.Hist.Behav.Scis XLIII*: 285-303. Francis Bacon (1561-1626) offered two accounts of the nature of the human mind: a medico-physical account and (less well-known) a form of behavioural psychology and this paper attempts to show how the two can be integrated.

Meli, DB (2008): The collaboration between anatomists and mathematicians in the mid-seventeenth century with a study of images as experiments and Galileo’s role in Steno’s mycology. *Early Science and Medicine 13*: 665-709. This article reviews the interaction between many mathematicians and anatomists and focuses on Steno’s *Myology*, showing how his collaboration with the mathematician Viviani led to a geometric treatment of muscle contraction.

Ozturk S (2009): Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519) as a stroke victim: hemiparesis: a result of a vegetarian diet? *J.Med.Biogr. 17*: 7. A brief account suggesting that Leonardo’s right hemiparesis (in the last five years of his life) might have been due to increased homocysteine levels following a prolonged vegetarian diet.


# Piccolino M, Wade NJ (2008): Galileo Galilei's vision of the senses. *Trends Neurosci. 31*:585-90. Epub 2008 Oct 8. It is argued that that the conceptual basis of contemporary approaches to sensory function had been recognized four centuries ago by Galileo Galilei.


Rengachary SS, Xavier A, Manjila S, Smerdon U, Parker B, Hadwan S, Guthikonda M. (2008): The legendary contributions of Thomas Willis (1621-1675): the arterial circle and beyond. *J Neurosurg. 109*:765-75.. An account of the life and work of Thomas Willis emphasising that he not only coined the word ‘neurology’ and gave his name to the arterial circle but also contributed to many related anatomical fields, disease entities, pathology and comparative anatomy


Sakuta, M (2009): One hundred books which built up neurology (34)--John Browne "A compleat treatise of the muscles" (1681)]. *Brain Nerve 61*: 1192-3 (In Japanese)
Schott GD (2008): Piero della Francesca's projections and neuroimaging today. *Lancet*. 372 :1378-9. A fascinating paper showing how Piero della Francesca (c.1412-92) developed artistic devices to show the head, using projections which are still used by neuroscientists to illustrate the brain 600 years later.


Vinchon M (2009): Ambroise Paré, surgery, and obstetrics. *Child’s Nerv Syst.* 25: 639-40 [DOI: 10.1007/s00381-008-0775-5]. A brief account of Paré (c.1510 - 1590) with a portrait, emphasising that he was not only one of the founders of modern surgery but also played a significant role in the origins of obstetrics.

Wade NJ (2007): Galileo and the senses, vision and the art of deception. *Galilaeana 4*: 259-88. Examines Galileo's analyses of the mechanical senses in contrast to vision. Galileo can be said to have anticipated approaches to sensory mechanisms that are associated with modern studies. Despite his contacts with Kepler and Scheiner, Galileo did not apply these concepts to the analysis of vision.

Wade NJ (2009): Galileo’s vision. *Cortex 45*: 793-4. [DOI:10.1016/j.cortex.2009.01.010]. Lauded by Sergio Della Sala in this issue of *Cortex* as an ‘honorary neuroscientist’ this article shows that Galileo concerned himself not only with astronomical observation, but also with the way in which the senses, especially vision, interpreted the world ‘outside’.

Wübben Y (2009): Transhumane Physiologie. Bilder und Praktiken des Refexes (Thomas Willis, Robert Whytt, Marshall Hall). *Early Modern Science and Medicine 15*: 105-121. An examination of the function of visualisations and practices in the formation of the reflex concept with an argument suggesting that it is through such practices and visualisations that technical knowledge is transferred from animal to human reflex physiology (In German).


Zago S, Meraviglia MV (2009): Costanzo Varolio (1543-1575). *J Neurol*. 256:1195-6. [DOI: 10.1007/s00415-009-5192-5]. Varolio’s name is usually linked with the bridge (pons) which bears his name but he also contributed several other neuroanatomical descriptions in the 16th century and this article reviews his life and work.
Eighteenth Century

Ashoori A, Jankovic J (2007): Mozart’s movements and behaviour: a case of Tourette’s syndrome? *J. Neurol. Neurosurg. Psychiatry* 78: 1171-75. The 250th anniversary of Mozart’s (1756-1791) birth provides an opportunity to assess his neurology and this comprehensive paper concludes that if he did suffer from any neurological disorder he was able to compensate well.


Bolwig TG, Fink M (2009): Electrotherapy for melancholia: the pioneering contributions of Benjamin Franklin and Giovanni Aldini. *J. ECT* 25: 15-18. The early experiments of Franklin and Aldini are described demonstrating that the newly-discovered electrical force suggested hopeful applications in medicine.

Boury D (2008): Irritability and sensibility: Key concepts in assessing the medical doctrines of Haller and Bordeu. *Science in Context* 21: 521-35. This article discusses the various concepts of irritability and sensibility current in the mid-18th century; it is argued that Haller’s experimental approach led to an autonomous science of physiology, whilst that of Chambaud and Bordeu formed the bases of clinical medicine.


Di Ieva A, Yaşargil MG (2008): Liquor cotunnii: the history of cerebrospinal fluid in Domenico Cotugno’s work. *Neurosurgery* 63: 352-8; discussion 358. Cotugno (1736-1822) is known for his work on the anatomy of the inner ear, on the pathophysiology of sciatica and for
meticulous dissections which established the presence of CSF not only in the brain’s ventricles but also in the spine and subarachnoid spaces – hence CSF is also known as liquor cotunnii.

Elliot, P (2008): ‘More Subtle than the Electric Aura’: Georgian Medical electricity, the spirit of animation and the Development of Erasmus Darwin’s Psychophysiology. *Medical History* 52: 195-220. By using a case study of Darwinian medical practice Elliot shows that the use of medical electricity was strongly influenced by natural philosophy and, in turn, medical applications played an important role in the development of psychophysiology.

Finger S (2009): Edward Bancroft’s ‘Torporific Eels’. *Perspectives in Biology and Medicine* 52: 61-79. Edward Bancroft’s 1769 Essay detailed experiments on South American eels which suggested that their torporific powers were electrical thus making an early case for animal electricity and stimulating the work of John Walsh in the 1770s.


Pearce JM (2008): Leopold Auenbrugger: camphor-induced epilepsy - remedy for manic psychosis. *Eur. Neurol.*59: 105-7. Auenbrugger (1722-1807) invented the art of diagnostic percussion (including the skull) and this paper provides a brief biographical sketch and recalls his use of camphor to induce epileptic fits, which were considered a remedy for psychosis.


#Schutta HS (2009): Morgagni on Apoplexy in De Sedibus: A Historical Perspective. *J.Hist Neurosci* 18: 1-24. A detailed examination of Morgagni’s (1682-1771) case reports on apoplexy and paralysis which concludes that his reports impeded rather than, as is generally believed, assisted in understanding the conditions.


Smith PEM, Chitty CN, Williams G, Stephens D (2008): Goya’s deafness. *Pract. Neurol.* 8, 370-77. Francisco Goya (1746-1828) became profoundly deaf at the age of 46 in 1792 and this paper discusses his symptoms (so far as they are known) and concludes that his condition was due to either Susac’s or Cogan’s syndrome


* Tubbs RS, Lovkas H, Hill M, Shoja M, Cohen-Gadol AA (2009) Richard Lower (1631-1691) acknowledging his notable contributions to the exploration of the nervous system. *J Neurosurg* 111: 1096-1101. [DOI: 10.3171/2008.11.JNS081329]. Some of the findings of Thomas Willis should be attributed to this important physician and researcher who has been unjustly overshadowed by his greater contemporary.

**Nineteenth Century**


Bloomstedt P, Olivecrona M, Sailor A, Hariz MI (2007): Dittmar and the history of stereotaxy; or rabbits, rats and references. *Neurosurgery 60*: 198-201. Reference to Dittmar’s original paper, usually regarded as originating stereotaxy, shows that many of the subsequent investigators who cited this paper had clearly not actually read it.

Bogousslavsky J (2007): Memory after Charcot: Paul Sollier’s visionary work. *J.Neurol.Neurosurg.Psychiatry 78*: 1373-4. Paul Sollier (1861-1938) was regarded by Léon Daudet as one of Charcot’s cleverest pupils but his work on memory has been largely overlooked as it fell between neurology and psychiatry and he is now remembered (if at all) as Marcel Proust’s neurologist. This paper argues that it is now time to rehabilitate him and his work.

Binder DK, Schaller K, Clusmann H (2007): The seminal contributions of Johann-Christian Reil to anatomy, physiology, and psychiatry. *Neurosurgery 61* (5):1091-1096. Many anatomical features are named for this prominent German physician (1759-1813), who coined the term “psychiatry” in 1808 and was physician to Goethe.


Brau C, Brau RH (2008): Babinski's signe de l'eventail: a turning point in the history of neurology. *P. R. Health Sci. J. 27*:103-5. Although the Babinski sign had been observed as early as 1784, Babinski’s report in 1896 was not only responsible for suggesting the significance of the sign but also for transforming the role which physical diagnosis plays in modern medicine and this paper reviews the history.


Clarac F, Massion J, Smith AM (2009): Duchenne, Charcot and Babinski, three neurologists of La Salpêtrière Hospital, and their contribution to concepts of the central organization of motor synergy. *J Physiol Paris* 103: 361-76. This review traces some current ideas about motor control back to the ideas of three French neurologists of the Salpêtrière hospital in Paris during the latter half of the 19th and early 20th century.


Cubelli R, Zago S (2007): Antonio Berti, Giovanni Brugnoli and the first studies on aphasia in Italy. *Cortex.* 43:1032-5. This editorial describes the reception in Italy of left-hemisphere localisation of speech by Antonio Berti (1812-79) and Giovanni Brugnoli (1814-1894) with short biographies of the scientific careers of these two Italian physicians.


system in the mid-nineteenth century in an attempt to understand rigor mortis and developed a theory that muscle contraction was due to the cessation of nerve input which, although comprehensively wrong, nevertheless helped Hughlings Jackson to establish his ideas about the central disinhibitions which occur in certain epileptic events.


Fusar-Poli P, Howes O, Borgwardt S. (2009): Johann Cristian Reil on the 200th anniversary of the first description of the insula (1809). *J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry.* 80: 1409 [DOI:10.1136/jnnp.2009.185884]. In addition to providing the first description of the insular cortex (insula), Reil also contributed much to late 18th century psychiatry and this article reviews his life and work.


Goetz CG (2009): Jean-Martin Charcot and his vibratory chair for Parkinson disease. *Neurology* 73: 475-8. This study analyzes printed writings by Charcot and others on vibratory therapy and discusses unpublished notes from the Salpêtrière Hospital.


Haines DE (2007): Santiago Ramón y Cajal at Clark University, 1899; his only visit to the United States. *Brain Res.Rev.* 55: 463-80. A well-illustrated account of the events surrounding Cajal’s visit to Clark University and other parts of the northeastern US: his only visit to the USA.

Harris LJ, Almerigi JB (2009): Probing the human brain with stimulating electrodes: the story of Roberts Bartholow's (1874) experiment on Mary Rafferty. *Brain Cogn.* 70: 92-115. [DOI:10.1016/j.bandc.2009.01.008]. The 1874 experiment is regarded as the first of its kind and this article attempts to tell the whole story and follows this with an account of its citation record into our own times.

Healy DG (2007): Did Géricault’s ‘Madwoman Obsessed With Gambling’ have Parkinson’s disease? *Mov. Disord.* 22: 1069-70. In 1822 Géricault was commissioned by the Salpêtrière to make ten paintings to illustrate the facial expressions shown by psychiatric patients and Healy suggests that the ‘gambling madwoman’ might have been suffering from the newly described Parkinson’s disease.


Hemelsoet D, Hemelsoet K, Devreese D (2008): The neurological illness of Friedrich Nietzsche. *Acta. Neurol. Belg.* 108: 9-16. At the age of 44 Nietzsche (1844-1900) suffered a mental breakdown from which he never recovered. This study reviews the various diagnoses that have been proposed and concludes that cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL) best accounts for his the symptoms.


Horst C (2007): Heinrich Heine and syphilis. *Front.Neurol.Neurosci.* 22: 105-20. The underlying illness which confined Heine to his ‘mattress grave’ has never been fully clarified but an evaluation of all the evidence in its historical context suggests that his death 151 years ago was due to opium abuse.
Ijpma FF, Van De Graaf RC, Meek MF (2008): The early history of tubulation in nerve repair. *J Hand Surg Eur* 33: 581-6. The first experiments in bridging nerve gaps using nerve tubulation emerged in the 19th century and this paper reviews the work of Gluck (1853-1942), Neuber (1850-1932) and Vanlair (1839-1914).


Jacyna S (2009): The most important of all the organs: Darwin on the brain. *Brain* 132: 3481-7 [DOI:10.1093/brain/awp283]. The first section of this article considers the part played by what might broadly be defined as 'neurological' materials in the shaping of Darwin's theory and the following section provides a brief review of the impact that Darwin's ideas were to have upon subsequent neurological thought.


Kempster PA, Alty JE (2008): John Ruskin's relapsing encephalopathy. *Brain.* 131: 2520-5. In middle age Ruskin (1819-1900) suffered recurring delirium with visual hallucinations and this paper discusses the causes of the symptoms and concludes that the best diagnosis is Autosomal Dominant Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and Leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL).


Kotowicz Z (2007): The strange case of Phineas Gage. *History of the Human Sciences* 20: 115-131. Kotowicz concludes, after a close examination of the evidence that there was nothing psychopathic in Gage’s behaviour but that, on the contrary, it was his way of dealing with the disfigurement caused by the accident.


Louis ED (2008): Weir Mitchell's 1859 demonstration of "a peculiar contraction" produced by a percussion hammer. *Neurology* 70: 969-73. It is shown that percussion stretch reflexes were well known to Weir Mitchell in 1859 several decades before the publications of Erb and Westphal, although relationships to disease was not discussed in Mitchell’s report..


Manjila S, Haroon N, Parker B, Xavier AR, Guthikonda M, Rengachary SS (2009): Albert Wojciech Adamkiewicz (1850-1921): unsung hero behind the eponymic artery. *Neurosurg Focus* 26: E2. A biography of the Polish pathologist Adamkiewicz, after whom the landmark artery is named. The authors bring to light the historical perspective of the eponymic artery and provide a recapitulation of other significant contributions made by Adamkiewicz, mostly involving the nervous system.

Mut M, Dinç G, Naden, S (2007): On the report of the first successful surgical treatment of brain abscess in the Ottoman Empire by Dr. Cemil Topuzlu in 1891. *Neurosurgery.* 61: 869-72; discussion 872. Cemil Topuzlu was the founder of modern surgery in the Ottoman empire and in 1891 was the first to successfully treat a brain abscess.

Okun MS, Koehler PJ (2007): Paul Blocq and (psychogenic) astasia abasia. *Mov Disord.* 22: 1373-8. Although it is now regarded as a conversion disorder, Blocq (1860-1896) described astasia-abasia as a separate disease and this paper partly translates his 1888 papers from French into English and reviews a selection of the subsequent literature.

Ovsyannikov SA, Ovsynnikoc AS (2007): Sergey S Korsakov and the Beginning of Russian Psychiatry. *J.Hist.Neurosci* 16: 58-64. Korsakof (1854-1900) founded the Moscow school of psychiatry, was the first to give a clear account of paranoia and a leader in humane patient management.


Paciaroni M, Bogousslavsky J (2009): How did stroke become of interest to neurologists?: a slow 19th century saga. *Neurology* 73: 724-8. [DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0b013e318b59c1a2009]. It was not until the first half of the 19th century that the vascular nature of strokes was readily recognized and its study was triggered by the development of clinical-topographic correlation studies. These studies were promoted by Déjerine and Marie, followed by Foix, the father of modern clinical stroke research.

Pearce JM (2008): Wernicke-Korsakoff encephalopathy. *Eur Neurol. 59*: 101-4. This paper summarises the salient aspects of the syndrome and discusses the contributions of Wernicke and Korsakoff and of a number of other nineteenth century investigators.

Pearce JM (2008): Historical note. Richard Bright and epilepsy. *J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry* 79:840-1. A brief account of Richard Bright (1789-1858) who was the first to recognise that epilepsy originated in the cortex rather than in the medulla.


Pearce JM (2009): The ophthalmoscope: Helmholtz's Augenspiegel. *Eur Neurol. 61*:244-9. Epub 2009 Jan 31. Although there were several precursors it was Helmholtz who created the first useable ophthalmoscope and his achievements and biography are outlined in this paper.

Pearce JM (2009): Henry Gray's Anatomy. *Clin.Anat. 22*: 291-5. Little is generally known of Henry Gray, the author of *Gray's Anatomy*, and even less of his colleague Henry Vandyke Carter, who played a vital role in the dissections and illustrations which led to the production of the first volume in 1859. This essay sketches briefly the salient aspects of these two men and their divergent careers and traces the subsequent fate of this unique book.

Pearce JM (2009): Richard Bright and his neurological studies. *Eur Neurol. 61*:250-4. Epub 2009 Jan 31. Remembered for his account of glomerulo-nephritis (Bright's disease) he also made many important and original contributions to medicine and neurology and this article outlines his career and contributions to neurology.


Perrini P, Nannini T, Di Lorenzo N (2007): Francesco Rizzoli (1809-1880) and the elusive case of Giulia: the description of an ‘arteriovenous aneurism passing through the wall of the skull’. *J.Neurosurg. Sci 51*: 33-7. The Italian surgeon Rizzoli was able in 1873 to use the 9 year old Giulia’s signs and symptoms to predict the angioarchitecture of her condition and the clinical course of that case is discussed in the light of current neurosurgical knowledge.


* Reis CVC, Sankar T, Crusius M, et al. (2008): Correlative study of cranial topographic procedures: Broca’s legacy toward practical brain surgery. *Neurosurgery* 62:294-310. Early neurosurgeons needed external landmarks by which to find the locations of brain structures. Broca was a pioneer in this effort. This paper reviews his method and many that followed him, including some original anatomical research by the authors to test the accuracy and the comparability.


Reynolds E (2007): Todd, Faraday and the electrical basis of brain activity. *Pract.Neurol.* 7: 331-5. The origins of our understanding of brain electricity and the electrical discharges of epilepsy can be traced to Robert Bentley Todd (1809-60) who was influenced by his London contemporary Michael Faraday (1791-1867) and this paper reviews Todd’s electrophysiological ideas.

Reynolds EH (2007): Jackson, Todd and the Concept of ‘Discharge in Epilepsy’. *Epilepsia* 48: 2016-2022. It is argued that it is incorrect to attribute to Jackson the credit of first proposing the concept of electrical discharges in epilepsy in 1890; this credit should go to Todd, a generation earlier, in the Lumleian lectures of 1849.


Sarkcioğlu L, Arican RY (2007); Wilhelm Heinrich Erb (1840-1921) and his contributions to neuroscience. *J. Neurol. Neurosurg. Psychiatry* 78: 732. A short account of the scientific career of Wilhelm Erb, well known for his innovative contributions to neurology.


Schiffter R (2007): Romberg: a biographical sketch. *Fortschr. Neurol. Psychiatr.* 75: 160-7. The life, work and principal scientific contributions of Moritz Heinrich Bomberg (1795-1873), often considered to be one of the most important originators of clinical neurology, is summarised with newly discovered photos, portraits and documents. (In German)


Skoromets AA, Akimenko MA (2007): The History of Neurology in St Petersburg. J.Hist.Neurosci. 16: 90-99. This paper stresses the original character of the St Petersburg school of neurology and reviews the work of the many neurologists who were associated with it.
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